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A R C H I T E C T U R E

- FRANK GEHRY

Should speak of its time & place but yearn
for timelessness
  



Ar. ROHIT S. BHATKAR Started his 
architectural journey with a small firm 
in western suburbs as trainee 
architect. And then working as lead 
a rc h i t e c t  w i t h  I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
firm - Gherzieastern Ltd.

God Lives in“ “

d e t a i l s

Ar. PRASHANT SUKHATANKAR Started 
his architectural journal under Architect 
Shri Tarun Motta (Tee Arch), in Mumbai. 
Under his guidance he blossomed as a 
true visualizer balancing both design and 
m u n i c i p a l  l aws  by  h a n d l i n g  t h e 
Bureaucracy in most efficient manner.

He believes

UNDERSTANDING“ “

human nature will solve all
the problems

He believes

our  creators



    The firm works at multiple scales and with various organizations right from private clients to corporates involved in Luxurious 
Villa, high end Residences as well as Institutional, Hospitality Projects and Public Spaces such as Mall, which allows us to experiment 
and diversify work

    TANGENTS Design Cell, based in Mumbai is a Multidisciplinary   Architecture, Interior    Designfirm founded in 2004. Ar. Rohit Bhatkar 
and Ar. Prashant Sukhatankar are the joint Principal Architects of TDC.

our  story our  Mission

The firm strives to create designs with an approach of understanding that architecture has a unique power to influence the present 
society and lifestyle along with knowledge on its sense of future usability while involving a sense of wonder amongst the users and 
viewers. We constantly explore and evolve around design and material which helps in customization and keeping in mind 
functionality and aesthetics.

As an architect you design for the present,
with an awareness of the past, 

for a future which is essentially unknown“
“

The Firm strongly believes in a Philosophy that :

We maintain a sense of transparency between user and our design in both usability as well as at execution level. We simplify the 
communication between a design and end user as it is the deciding factor whether the design is productive and usable or not. Also 
maintaining clarity with client helps to resolve the design issues, resulting in excellent output.

Architecture has always seen itself in terms of cultural reflection, ideas and authenticity and it has witnessed a drastic renovation with 
changing times and human needs. We at TDC work towards withstanding the force of time and elements which require a constant update with 
technology in field of material and design.

Design profession has become more competitive and complex when it comes to solving design problems, this calls for more creative solutions 
and analytical approach along with technology. The practice at TDC keeps in mind the design sustainability along with aesthetical sensibility 
and material literacy. Here, our team exchange philosophies while collaborating with each other and contributing individual expertise in each 
field.

T RANSPARENCY

D ESIGN EVOLUTION

C OMPETENCE



our  SERVICES our  APPROACH

NOW
THAT’S

US!

Implementation
All on site Challenges may happen in redesigning
of Space/Detail which are taken care of for better

Working and Visualizing Project

Conceptual Designs, Sketches, Visuals 
& Renderings – ways to ideate our thoughts.

Working
Prepare Working Drawings for 

Execution on Site with Project Estimation

Our design concept revolves around simple, unique and clear approach while effectively implementing the design principles for 
achieving successful design which is not only aesthetically appealing but also user friendly.

Architecture design

We have evolved our Interior design practice to use available space in most innovative and creative way possible with 
considering the Materials and Details in most cost effective manner as well as high end Luxurious Design Solutions

Interior design

A rendering can convey a concept or present an image of the finished project. They can also assist the client in obtaining 
financing, preleasing or attracting investors. That includes quick conceptual sketches, high quality photo realistic images, 
animated walkthrough and zoning.

Architecture illustrations 

We start out projects by identifying any jurisdictional requirements that may be placed on a project, including feasibility, zoning, 
special use permits, zoning adjustments that may be desired or required with presentations to associations in case of 
redevelopment of any residential projects.

Liasoning

We Supervise Construction in regards to material specification and execution and playing an advisory role in the whole process. 
Along with provision of other legal documents like IOD, CC, we also ensure that the developers shall obtain Occupation 
Certificate after the completion of the new Building only after which our services shall be concluded.

Project management 

Client Requirement 
Maximum Utilisation of Space

and Design with understanding 
Brief in Detail.

Site Analysis
Site Context, Analysing Climatic Conditions,
and Understanding existing Site Conditions

Research
Formulating Each Aspect of Designing 

– Standards, Anthropometric Data,
 Norms and limitations of Project



our  Design

hOSPITALITY

cOMMERCIAL eDUCATIONAL

RESIDENTIAL



Commercial

The Interiors of a Shopping Mall in the city centre features with eye catching elements such as 
faceted gold panels on columns raising towards all levels in the Atrium. Central Open Space 
was well lit with Skylights and Shallow water fountains making the space casual and 
comfortable for sitting.

The interiors of a vibrant shopping destination, offering 
the latest in fashion and accessories from over more 
than 100 fashionable brands.

Central Mall
Goregoan – 1,20,000 Sq.ft 

Gachibowli – 2,05,000 Sq.ft
Panchgutta – 60,000 Sq.ft

CENTRAL MALL

Influenced by the Modern Architecture, the intent of the proposed design of 
Central Mall seeks to provide all patrons with a sense of safety, comfort and 
community.  Minimalist design features fuse with modern architectural 
features to present a unique, contemporary atmosphere.

Symbolizing the rhythmic pattern in geometry along the false ceiling as well as 
flooring, leads the customers through the spaces planned along with it.  A 
warm, inviting colour palette speaks the language of Minimalism and a bold 
line in shelves attracts the various brands outlets which balances beauty as 
well as business. 

Among the many architectural aspects that distinguish the store, one of the first that 
captures the attention is the structure itself. The Design of Façade is such that it 
glows itself during night, by using full height wall washers lights, which gets evenly lit 
over the façade.

Red Colour symbolizes the brand of Central Mall, so the canopy is designed in such a 
manner that escalates the visual impact from the road side having high lux bulbs as 
the main feature with red.

FAÇADE DESIGN

INTERIORS

Design is defined by light, shade 
and appropriate lighting is enormously important.“

“
BALANCING
Beauty And Business

Central Mall



A Furniture Mall designed in the City of Ratlam, the space is planned at 
4 levels occupying an area of 47,000SF. A Complete set of Furniture for 
Home Décor with mock-ups for Bedroom, Kitchen are planned along 
the Corridors.

Colours play a vital role in connecting the Spaces to make 
the design cohesive. Rich and Royal Colour palette with 
the tinge of gold to get magnificent look inspired by vivid 
history of Madhya Pradesh.
The Interiors are reflection of a Rich Indian Architectural 
features which have been retained in form of various 
elements of design. The design is the sole reflection of 
Classic Indian Architectural features in a modern taste.

Interiors
ELEGANT 

With a touch of uniqueness

Colour in Certain places has
the great value of making the outlines 

and structural planes seem more energetic“
“

A Truly Elegant Design
is generally accompanied

with a Touch of Uniqueness“

“
Anand Big Mall - Ratlam

Colours play a vital role in connecting the Spaces to make the 
design cohesive. Rich and Royal Colour palette with the tinge 
of gold to get magnificent look inspired by vivid history of 
Madhya Pradesh.

The Space planning of the segments has been strategically 
done to acquire utmost attention of the visitors. A Unique 
Touch to the design is being presented in the Elements that 
have been incorporated to make the Interiors Elegant.

The Interiors are reflection of a Rich Indian Architectural features 
which have been retained in form of various elements of design. The 
design is the sole reflection of Classic Indian Architectural features in a 
modern taste

One of the Features that resembles from the context is the Arches that 
have been used as an eminent feature in Corridors, creating a gateway 
for each zone.

Olden days Moulding features have been used in a modern touch 
to create unique wall feature elements complimenting with 
Hanging Lights.

Floral Pattern Wallpaper, Claddings and gold inlays adds to an 
essence of Royal touch to the design.



Amalgamation of Black Stone with Gold creates a Striking Contrast amidst 
of the City Lane and never fails to grab the attention of the pedestrians.

A Series of Narrow Bands of Cladding over the Façade of Banquet Hall helps 
stand out from the Residential Building above.

Designed along the Interior lanes of Borivali, Mumbai, to create a Visually 
Balanced Structure with low Appreciation Space was a task ahead.

Restaurant was completely zoned out from the chaotic presence at Ground levels, creating an 
ambience for the visitors at night to enjoy food and sky.

A Commercial Space and a Restaurant was designed in a 83,000 SF of Total Area. Located in a very 
dense area, it is difficult to create an Appreciation Space for its own. So the Concept revolved around 
simple geometric lines which wrap up the building at different floor levels.

PARAS BUSINESS CENTRE

CRYSTAL BANQUET

“
“

Recognizing the need is the
primary condition for design.

HOSPITALITY



Blending an old established culinary experience with contemporary styles, 
Tangents Design Cell serves the B.B.C restaurant with delicious new décor 
flavors to give its customer an enhanced culinary experience. Capturing the 
rich essence of Indian biryani, the designers translate the rich experience 
through the shades of BLUE. 

Colours play a vital role in connecting the Spaces to make 
the design cohesive. Rich and Royal Colour palette with 
the tinge of gold to get magnificent look inspired by vivid 
history of Madhya Pradesh.
The Interiors are reflection of a Rich Indian Architectural 
features which have been retained in form of various 
elements of design. The design is the sole reflection of 
Classic Indian Architectural features in a modern taste.

Blue
MESMERIZING 

Tangents Design Cell creates a new
identity for an established biryani house.

Every element in the space speaks
a story of elegance and fine design“

“
BBC RESTAURANT

Some essence of Indian Culture, Origin, Colors, Material has been 
followed throughout. Later the concept was evolved to follow a 
Contemporary Style with an essence of Traditional elements in 
the design.

The initial thought process started off from making a space 
traditionally magnificent to look and also which reflects the 
Indianness. Now What does Indianness mean exactly?

The Contemporary Style is unique in its own way as it borrows 
elements from many other Aesthetics. Elements from Indian Style 
of Architecture, Brutalist Architecture were used to make impact 
of the overall look and feel of the Space. 

In it, you can also see nods to modern, traditional, art deco and 
even futuristic design. Wooden Rafters were also used as an 
element in the False Ceiling to have continuity in the space in 
common. 

The Colors used makes the Space very much Dramatic, which gives a 
boldness to the Elements using different kinds of Lights.

On the first floor, the hue of deep blue with a gold finish evokes a luscious 
royal feel to the space. The moment you see a dead wall, 
it has a feature or a element that reflect the beauty of Indianness, resembling 
the culture of our own binding the minds of individuals to the Space inside.

Overall there is no point which makes the space incomplete or dead, 
some element acts as point of attraction which keeps the space 
intact.  

The customized metal clock acts as a featured element binding the 
story of the restaurant and its new design. The ceiling projections 
also add a whole new dimension to the layout along with its golden 
accents.  



The adrenaline rush of youth all depicted through the language of 
colours and texture of materials in this small happening Food Outlet 
named – “MUMBAI MENU”. 

Menu
MUMBAI   

Every restaurant
needs to have a point of view“

“

A Subtle, Classy element of Mumbai depicted with graphics on ground floor adds up to spice with 
pastel colours on wall, floral pattern tiles on floor and abstract floral cut outs on ceiling.

Depicting a series of happy faces with “mysterious and knowing expressions”, the artwork makes 
reference to happening life of Mumbai.

The corridors with shining stars refers to the city of Mumbai that never sleeps, unique pop coloured 
furniture and abstract elements portraying the diverse lifestyle with a variety of food, entertainment 
and nightlife make the Interiors of the Restaurant.

The restaurant is planned on two levels, Ground Floor is designed 
more formal for family with private dining spaces, whereas basement 
is setup up with totally contrasting theme.

A Casual Dining Space for youth with surprising elements of Artifacts, 
Lights, Painting and pop colours makes the space vibrant.



A zest for working with materials charged with positivity and spirit 
of the universe in consonance, culminating into a solution which 
was powerfully simple.

Namah   

Space sings together 
with the use of a few materials

and its techniques“
“

The Concept revolves around an inspiration from Classic Indian 
Architecture which brings up tremendous positive energy, and that's 
what drove us to choose natural and earthy materials which are 
charged with the energy and spirit of the universe.

On one hand was the need for glamour, luxury and comfort – the 
mainstays of fine-dining cuisine establishments that are so crucial in 
communicating the fineness of its calibre – and on the other, was the 
fact that space was smaller to make it visually appealing.

Perched on a rolling hill this gem of a property ticks all the boxes for a 
second home around Mumbai. A short drive towards the Villas, you are 
transported into a lush green rural landscape that resembles parts of 
Goa and Alibaug.

ANANDITA

Close to the city, easily accessible 
all year long, green surroundings,
great sea and lake views, garden,

swimming pool makes a perfect Home“

“
It's a 3 level structure with Living Room placed at a level higher maintain a good visual experience, 
surrounded with green all around, the home is designed with a cohesive approach to create a 
visual and aesthetical balance.

Villas

The property sits on a very convenient 11,500 SF plot which includes a manicured terraced 
garden and a swimming pool. A sea view from one face and lake view from the other. The villa 
itself is tastefully curated and comprises 3 bedrooms and 3 full baths and 1 half bath with built 
up area of 5,000 SF comprising of Stilt Area and Covered Terraces.



The Brutalist Architecture is the key to design such Multi-cuisine Restaurant in the city centre. 
Capturing the Richness of Raw Materials, the feel of textures makes these design aesthetically 
pleasing.
The highlight of the design is the Exposed Brick which creates an impact visually, symbolizes the 
concept of Brutalism in design. 

MEXICHINO

Porcelain Flooring with patterns of Flowers and Stars gives a very soothing effect as it resembles 
Vintage Tiles used several decades back in Palaces and Homes.

A Massive Element of Steel used as division gives an industrial touch to design with hanging 
planters creates a subtle contrast to the feel of space.

Educational



Standing in chaotic heart of city Mumbai, our design needs to reach out to every 
network of an educational building.

SCHOOL 
JBCN INTERNATIONAL AN EDUCREATIVE APPROACH“

“

Education and Architecture demand both out of box and 
within the box Thinking and idea. 

Our perception in designing these long corridors is to give students a sense of 
independence and collaborative learning through spaces within and outside 
the Zones. 

Our aim was to encourage learning to happen throughout the school 
building by creating spaces that allow ideas to freely flow into each learning 
spaces.

The Overall Space planning of the whole building is usually such 
that, there is always some in between spaces in the corridors which 
gives the student a sense of independence and collaborative 
learning.

And such are the Classrooms planned with some space designed for 
Informal Learning also.

Ideas that inspire and create an Edu-creative experience 
helping young mind to explore the “INNER YOU”.

Taking Ideas  the Classroom   BEYOND

Yogi Mansion, Parel – 85,000 Sq.ft  (completed – 2yrs)
Oshiwara – 69,000 Sq.ft  (completed – 2.5 yrs)
Citi Tower, Parel –  38,000 Sq.ft  (completed - 2 yrs)
Borivali –   83,000 Sq.ft (completed – 3 yrs)
Chembur – 60,000 Sq.ft  (ongoing)



The Overall Space Planning of Library has been designed in Honey Comb 
Shape, which gives a feeling of Continuity from the Corridors to the Library.

The aim of designing this library is to allow library staff, teachers and students 
collaborate to find, use, share and create information. The overall environment 
of the room had been designed to give the students an ability to imagine 
beyond the box and create wonders. 

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING ZONES“

“

The planning has been strategically done to give each area 
its importance without actually erecting a barricade.

The main feature is the honey-comb shaped book racks in the center, 
which is elevated to a height of 7feet. It also acts as a divider creating 
formal sitting spaces and group discussion area. 

The design creates a welcoming library environment that 
encourages readers to develop a passion for books and 
reading.

Same profile has been maintained on the false ceiling to give an overall 
unique look to room.  Informal sitting area and reading out loud program 
had been placed towards the north without interfering the activities of 
the formal sitting zone.



The Isometric 3D View of the Floor Plan is specially planned in several zones 
as per the requirements of the client and designed in the most innovative 
way of learning spaces for the children of age 2.5 to 6 years (Pre Primary).

Each Zone Consists of Different Activities consisting of 1 classroom in 1 zone.

Each of the Zones is Self Sufficient with Formal Learning Zones and 
Informal Spaces to Learn and Play.

TOWER
CITI 

The Planning of the Floor Plan is such that 
there is no dedicated Passage, which 
itself is unique in its own way. Because of 
the way it is planned each zone becomes 
interconnected with each other by 
dividers / glass partitions / storage with 
cutouts (glass).

The Zones are strategically planned in 
the way to feel All the 5 Senses of the 
Human Body – 
TOUCH / LISTEN / SEE / SMELL / TASTE.

Such Kind of Learning Spaces would help 
the children to enhance their Physical 
Ability / Understanding of Senses / 
Induce Confidence / Analytical Thinking 
and Logical Approach

RESIDENTIAL



Cantilever Balconies from Staircase acts as Refuge Floor. Horizontal 
Wooden Cladding under the Refuge Balconies and Cantilevered Terrace 
Slab goes all along the periphery of the Structure which compliments with 
the Surrounding Green Zones.

Aryavarta – A Residential Apartments is housing block developed in 
cooperation with client. With Classic Elegance and Proportion of 
Openings, the block makes whole massive structure, which stands out from 
the neighborhood. A continuous band of Chajja goes all along the building 
which divides the whole mass horizontally making the structure lighter.

ANDHERI – 3,00,000 SF

ARYAVARTA

The Structure portrays a vertical look which is attained by the means of boxing. The Refuge Floor 
acts as a sky balcony and along with the wooden claddings to the chajja, adds up to create a better 
ambience. This design gives the Structure a Classy Look.

Design of the Structure portrays a strong character and Colour palette of Earthy Shades which 
balances with the Green landscape in the surrounding.

Cantilever Sky balconies at Mid landing of Staircase acts as Refuge Floor and also adds to the 
Element of Design with Plantations at each level above, making the Structure look aesthetically 
appealing.

BORIVALI – 1,30,000 SF

ASHWINI
CHSL  

A Cornered Double  height Entrance stands 
out with Wall Cladding and Glass Door along 
with Hanging Lights. 

The Project offers a high Standard of Living 
in a prime location of Mumbai, apart from 
spacious apartments and large windows it 
has additional specific features.

Classic Grey Monochrome Structure stands 
out of the Neighbourhood making the 
vertical block aesthetically appealing as it 
stands out.

One of the Main Features of the Structure is 
the Cornered Windows that gives a clear 
view of the Surrounding.

DADAR – 26,575 SF

PRASAD
CHS

DADAR – 56,430 SF

HOMIVILLA 

A 21 Storey Building in Mumbai, planned with 
6 Floor of Podium Parking to meet the 
Parking requirements. A Dead Façade of 
Podium is designed to look visually 
appealing with added features of Vertical 
Fins and Green Wall at alternate floors.

The Verticality of the Structure is divided 
with the Balconies along the line of 
Projected Bedrooms on both Sides. This has 
helped of break the monotony of the 
Structure with Cladded Wood under the 
Balconies, making the Structure Bold and 
Beautiful.



ANDHERI – 80,650 SF

MUBARAK
MANZIL  

A SCANDINAVIAN

Smart design choices and a stellar eye for interior style has helped 
transform this home into a crisp, cool design.

The Podium acts as a Buffer between the Private 
Residences to the Surrounding Public Space. This Semi 
Private Space is mainly used for the Kids Play along with 
Beautiful Landscape planned with in between Seating 
Spaces.

Standing on the chaotic surrounding, the ground level is 
planned for Commercial, making the Upper Floor as 
Podium for the Residential Units.
 

The Main highlight of the Structure is the Fins that go 
along the Vertical face of the Building, which has been 
highlighted with the Strip Light, which helps to stand out, 
making the Structure aesthetically appealing.

Home

Scandinavian design - an aesthetic marked by minimalism and 
functionality - has been influential since its inception in the early 20th 
century.

A calm, cosy feel of this home - layered in muted, creamy 
tones and accented with a touch of hues of wood.
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